
 

at the Robert E. McCoy Architectural Interpretive Center - Doors open at 4:30. 
 

Please wear a mask.  Due to limited seating, please reserve your seat in advance: 
Email your name/s and number attending to info@stockmanhouse.org.  

 

Don’t miss the opportunity to learn about Frank Lloyd Wright’s ambitious architectural 
project that he wanted to sweep under the rug after things didn’t turn out like he had 
hoped! 
 

Michael Schreiber and Jason Loper, co-owners of the Delbert Meier House in Monona, 
Iowa, and co-authors of This American House will bring the little-known topic of Wright’s 
American System-Built Homes to light and will talk about the significance and history of 
their ASB Home including the details of their restoration process and their valuable 
research into its original construction.   
 

Schreiber and Loper will be available before and after their presentation to 
sign their just-published book entitled This American House.  Limited quantities will be 
available for purchase in the Gift Shop.   
 

This program is funded by a grant from the Bertha Stebens Charitable Foundation. 
                                                             

PREVIEW:  The Stockman House was built in 1908.  That year the Sears Roebuck & Co. began 
marketing home building kits through its widely circulated catalogs.  Shortly thereafter Wright 
developed his own concept for precut, standardized housing components that could be transported 
by rail and assembled on site.  Wright’s modular home designs became known as American System-
Built Homes.  This versatile system enabled an average family to build an affordable home that 
could be customized to their preferences.  Wright had drafted over 900 drawings detailing the 
variety of configurations possible.     
 

In 1915, Wright partnered with Arthur Richards of Milwaukee to mass-produce the prefabrications.  
Unfortunately, the ambitious project was abrupted by a shortage of building supplies when the US 
entered WWI in 1917.  Fewer than twenty ASB homes were built in the Midwest.   
 

Note:  An architectural model of the Delbert Meier House is on display in the AIC Gallery.
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